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ABSTRACT 
This paper represents a retrospective and historical analysis of helicopter accidents which have occurred at designated 
landing areas and explores the role infrastructure played as it relates to the chain of events leading up to the accident. 
The primary focus is to identify, classify, and categorize causational factors created by poorly or improperly designed 
and/or implemented infrastructure as it relates to helicopter accidents.  Based on these findings, this paper will identify 
risk mitigation strategies and best practices that can be applied for the purpose of preventing these types of 
occurrences.  While this data will be specific to helicopter flight operations and infrastructure, it is intended to provide 
insight into future best practices as it applies to Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) infrastructure as well. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
While many accidents in air transport are dominated by 
human error and a failure in human factors, there are 
many, oftentimes predictable and preventable, elements 
that play a pivotal role in accident causation.  In the 
helicopter industry the landing and takeoff environment 
has been shown to play a major role in either preventing, 
exacerbating, or causing an accident.  It is of paramount 
importance to do everything possible, through proper 
interpretation and application of relevant standards and 
aviation best  practices, to identify and resolve existing 
conditions in which these known accident causational 
factors exist as their identification and resolution prevent 
unsafe conditions from culminating in additional 
accidents/incidents.    

While the FAA conducted previous work in this area in 
the early 1990s (Ref. 1, 2, 3), these efforts did not provide 
an in-depth statistical analysis of infrastructure 
causational factors or subsequent accident rates 
associated with such factors.  Furthermore, the 
information used to compile these FAA reports was 
based on data pertaining to accidents having occurred as 
far back as the 1960s, 70s and 80s.   

Historical helicopter accident records, reports, and data 
from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and other 
sources as applicable, was used to develop this paper.  
Additional research that was also reviewed includes 
efforts conducted by the U.S. Helicopter Safety Team 
(Ref. 4) and the International Society of Air Safety 
Investigators (Ref. 5). 

Several hundred helicopter accidents were reviewed for 
this research effort. Only those accidents occurring in the 
United States and at designated helicopter landing and 
takeoff (infrastructure) classified as a Heliport, Helistop, 
Helideck, or Airports by the accident investigation team 
were included in the final review.  Accidents classified as 
having occurred “Offsite” or “Off-Airport” or as 
“Enroute” by the accident investigation team were 
outside the scope of this research.   

This effort evaluated such variables as time of day (with 
hourly resolution in the data), applicable regulations, 
weather, pilot experience, phase of flight, site location, 
environment, and surrounding hazards, for each accident 
identified in the dataset. These findings were then 
compared to the accepted infrastructure standards in 
place at the time of the accident.   
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Definitions used for the classification of infrastructure in 
this review are as follows.  

Airport. An area of land or water that is used or intended 
to be used for the landing and takeoff of aircraft, and 
includes its buildings and facilities, if any. (Ref 6) 

Helideck. An area on a fixed or floating offshore facility 
designated for the landing and takeoff of helicopters, 
which includes, as applicable, some or all of the 
supporting facilities/equipment necessary for helicopter 
operations, such as personnel/cargo handling, parking, 
tiedown, fueling, maintenance, etc. (Ref 7) 

Heliport. An identifiable area located on land, on water, 
or on a structure, that also includes any existing buildings 
or facilities thereon, used or intended to be used for 
landing and takeoff of helicopters. (Ref 6) 

Helistop. A heliport where no refueling, maintenance, 
repair, or storage of helicopters is permitted. (Ref 8) 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) heliport 
design advisory circular AC 150/5390 (Ref 9) defines 
helicopter infrastructure in the following way:  

“…The basic elements of a heliport are clear 
approach/departure paths, a clear area for 
ground maneuvers, final approach and takeoff 
area (FATO), touchdown and liftoff area (TLOF), 
safety area, and a wind cone.”   

The imaginary surfaces that make up the airspace of a 
heliport are as follows (Ref 10):  

Primary Surface. The area of the primary surface 
coincides in size and shape with the designated take-off 
and landing area. This surface is a horizontal plane at the 
elevation of the established heliport elevation. 

Approach surface. The approach surface begins at each 
end of the heliport primary surface with the same width 
as the primary surface and extends outward and upward 
for a horizontal distance of 4,000 feet where its width is 
500 feet. The slope of the approach surface is 8 to 1 for 
civil heliports and 10 to 1 for military heliports. 

Transitional surfaces. These surfaces extend outward 
and upward from the lateral boundaries of the primary 
surface and from the approach surfaces at a slope of 2 to 
1 for a distance of 250 feet measured horizontally from 
the centerline of the primary and approach surfaces. 

 

ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

The following is a statistical analysis of identified data, 
conditions, and causational factors in conjunction with 
identified underlying influencers as recognized in the 
research data.  All accidents included in this research are 
listed in chronological order at the end of this document.  

Time of Day. Out of the 185 total accidents reviewed, 
the breakdown for the time of day, i.e., daytime, 
nighttime, dawn, or dusk was as follows; 149 occurred 
during official daytime hours, 29 occurred during official 
nighttime hours, 6 occurred at dusk, and 1 occurred at 
dawn.  This data was obtained directly from the NTSB 
report associated with each accident reviewed and 
indicates that 80% of all infrastructure accidents occur 
during daylight hours.  

 

 

Operations 

At the time that the accident occurred, the helicopter was 
operated under a specific set of regulations for Aviation 
Flight Operations.  These regulations include: Part-91 
General Operating and Flight Rules, Part-121 Operating 
Requirements; Domestic, Flag, And Supplemental 
Operations, Part-133 Rotorcraft External-Load 
Operations, Part-135 Operating Requirements; 
Commuter and On Demand Operations and Rules 
Governing Persons on Board Such Aircraft, and Part-137 
Agricultural Aircraft Operations.  One accident, 
ERA10TA142, involving a helicopter operated by the 
Maryland State Police, was not operated under any of the 
aforementioned Federal operational regulations (due to 
the fact that it was owned and operated by a State 
governmental entity) and is hence listed as Public.   

Fig-1 Time of Day Accidents Occurred 
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An area of discrepancy was identified in Helicopter Air 
Ambulance operations.  On February 21, 2014, the 
Federal Government enacted new rules governing 14 
CFR Parts 91, 121 and 135.  Of specific interest to this 
study is a rule requiring all Helicopter Air Ambulance 
operations with either a patient or medical personnel on 
board to be conducted under Part-135.  

“Requires helicopter air ambulance flights with 
medical personnel on board to be conducted 
under part 135 (§ 135.1, 135.601). The safety of 
helicopter air ambulance flights, including the 
welfare of the medical personnel and patients on 
board, will be increased when complying with the 
more stringent part 135 rules rather than part 91 
rules.” 

This study identified 51 total accidents involving 
Helicopter Air Ambulance operations representing 28% 
of all infrastructure related accidents that were reviewed.  
Out of the 51 total there were 33 classified as having 
occurred under Part-91 flight rules and 18 classified as 
occurring under Part-135 flight rules.  Accounting for the 
above rule change this would then skew these numbers to 
12 accidents occurring under Part-91 and 39 accidents 
occurring under Part-135 for Helicopter Air Ambulance 
Operations.   

Subsequently, this would change the distribution, though 
not significantly, of overall operations resulting in a 
decreased amount of total Part-91 operations and an 
increased number of Part-135 operations.  However, the 
overall total rankings would remain the same with Part-
91 comprising the most accidents by operational 
category.  

 

 

Meteorological Conditions 

The prevailing meteorological conditions that were 
prevalent during an accident were reported in 134 cases.  
However, there were 51 reports that did not list the 
meteorological conditions at the time of the accident.  
Accidents occurring during Visual Meteorological 
Conditions (VMC) were the predominant category at 131 
which accounts for 70%.   Only 3 accidents, less than 2%, 
were found to have occurred during Instrument 
Meteorological Conditions or (IMC). 

 

Geographical Distribution  

In evaluating the geographical distribution of helicopter 
infrastructure accidents that have occurred throughout 
the United States between 1965 and 2013, eleven states 
were found to have had none.  In alphabetical order, these 
states are Connecticut, Delaware, Kansas, Maine, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Rode Island, 
South Dakota, Vermont, and West Virginia.  The top five 
state, in alphabetical order, with the highest number of 
helicopter infrastructure accidents are Arizona, 
California, Florida, Louisiana, and New York. These five 
states account for 41% of all accidents reviewed. 

 

STATE ACCIDENTS 

California 21 

New York 20 

Louisiana 13 

Arizona 11 

Florida 11 

Fig-2 Regulations Operating Under 

Table-1 Top 5 States with Infrastructure Accidents 

Fig-3 Meteorological Conditions 
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Fig-4 Accident Distribution throughout the Continental United States 

Fig-5 Accident Distribution in Alaska 

Fig-6 Accident Distribution in Hawaii 

Fig-7 Accident Distribution in Puerto Rico 
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Year to Year Infrastructure Accident Rate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Helicopter accident rates involving infrastructure show an upward trend between 1990 and 2008 with a peak of 11 
accidents occurring in 2008.  In 2009, accident rates begin to decline.  The drop after 2009 corresponds to the industry-
based efforts to increase awareness initiated by the International Helicopter Safety Team (IHST) (now the International 
Helicopter Safety Foundations) in 2007.  It was also in 2010 that the Transportation Safety Institute developed and 
began teaching the Heliport Evaluation Course for FAA Safety Inspectors in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
 
 
Hour of the Day Accidents Occurred 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  

Fig-8 Year to Year Infrastructure Accident Rates 

Fig-9 Hour of the day that the accident occurred in 
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A distribution of the accident occurrences as to when they occurred during a 24-hour time period indicates that more 
accidents occurred during daylight hours than during nighttime hours with a peak accident rate taking place during 
the middle of the day between 11:00 am and 12:00 pm local time.  

Pilot Experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As illustrated in Figure-10, the helicopter pilot demographic that experienced the greatest number of infrastructure 
accidents (21 accidents), were the pilots who possessed between 3,000 and 4,000 hours of total flight experience.  The 
lowest time pilots, those with less than less than 500 hours, accounted for a total of 5 accidents while those with 
between 500 hours and 1,000 hours accounted for 7 accidents.  The average total flight time of the PIC involved in an 
infrastructure accident was found to be 6,205 hours, while the average time in type was found to be 1,040 hours. The 
number of accidents for the pilot demographics having between 1,000 hours and 5,000 hours of total time was 79 
accidents or 43%.  

Phase of Flight 

For the purposes of this research, those accidents which 
occurred during that phase of flight involving the lifting 
off of the helicopter while within the perimeter of the 
TLOF, FATO and Safety Area were classified as having 
occurred  during the takeoff phase.  Those accidents 
occurring while the helicopter was touching down while 
within the perimeter of the TLOF, FATO and Safety Area 
were classified as having occurred during the Landing 
Phase.  Accidents classified as having occurred during 
the approach phase of flight occurred while the helicopter 
was on approach for landing but prior to entering the area 
designed the TLOF, FATO and Safety Area.  Accidents 
that were  classified as occurring during the departure 
phase of flight, occurred after the helicopter takeoff 
phase while the helicopter was departing via a climb to 

cruising altitude and outside the perimeter of the TLOF, 
FATO, and Safety Area.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-10 Helicopter Pilot in Command Total Flight Experience & Accident Rates 

Fig-11 Phase of Flight 
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In reviewing all of the phases of flight identified in 
Figure-11, the most critical was shown to be the takeoff 
phase at 65 accidents, which accounted for 35% of the 
total accidents.  The combination of the takeoff phase and 
the landing phase within the perimeter of the TLOF, 
FATO and Safety Area accounted for 104 of the total 
accidents or 56%.   

Site Location 

Site locations were based on where the landing and 
takeoff areas were physically located when the accident 
occurred.  Ground based heliports accounted for the 
majority of the accident locations at 127 or 69% with 
rooftop locations accounting for 29 accidents or 16%. 
The remaining accidents were distributed between 
offshore sites (22), dolly landing platforms (10), 
shipboard locations (7) and specially designed trailers 
(3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Causational Factors 
 
In evaluating the contributing factors involved in each of 
the helicopter infrastructure accidents reviewed, several 
accidents were found to have more than one associated 
with it, and in some cases, multiple causational factor 
were found to be involved.  To account for and qualify 
each of the factors associated with any one accident, each 
factor that was identified was subsequently categorized 
by its specific nature.  Based on this effort, 15 individual 
categories were then identified which accounted for all of 
the causational factors in the accidents reviewed.  Refer 
to Figure-13 for the hierarchy and order of occurrences 
regarding identified causational factors.  
  
Obstruction Hazards. Obstructions to navigable 
airspace, which by its very nature should have been free 
of hazards.   These accidents involved the helicopter 
striking an object that was located within the TLOF, 
FATO or Safety Area or penetrated the 
approach/departure surface or transitional surfaces.  
Obstruction hazards was identified as a factor in 94 

accidents, or 51%.  This was the highest percentage for 
any of the identified causational factors.    
 
Design Failures. Failure to adhere to and follow 
accepted design standards and best practices  regarding 
infrastructure geometry, airspace, lighting… 
Infrastructure design failure was identified as a factor in 
90 accidents, 49%.  
 
Improper Size. Pilots attempting to operate aircraft too 
large for the infrastructure, i.e., larger than the “Design 
Aircraft” (Ref 9) used to develop the site or a situation 
where more than one aircraft was attempting to operate 
at a location designed to support only one aircraft at a 
time.  Improper size was identified as a factor in 43 
accidents, 23%.  
 
Wind Considerations. Attempting to operate in 
unfavorable wind conditions.  This was predominant at 
infrastructure that only employed one approach / 
departure path or for all intents and purposes did not 
allow for any clear approach / departure paths to exist.  
Consequences of this situation oftentimes manifested 
into a loss of control caused by loss of tail rotor 
effectiveness (LTE) during max performance departures 
or settling with power during a downwind  opperations.  
Attempting to land during unfavorable wind conditions 
was identified as a factor in 29 accidents, 15%. 
 
Improper Training. The training afforded to the pilots, 
flight crews or ground personnel did not cover the 
appropriate performance characteristics, dimensional 
requirements, or safety topics necessary for infrastructure 
operational flight safety or working around helicopters 
operating at infrastructure.  Improper training was 
identified as a factor in 27 accidents, 14%.  
 
Mechanical Malfunction.  Aircraft mechanical 
malfunction during operations at infrastructure. Aircraft 
mechanical malfunctions were identified as a factor in 27 
accidents, 14%.   
 
Obstructed Approach/Departure Path(s). A lack of 
clear unobstructed airspace capable of supporting the 
recommended imaginary surfaces of an approach / 
departure path.  This was identified as a factor in 19 of 
the accidents, 10%.   
 
Site Location.  Poor location or improper siting of 
supporting infrastructure.  Site location was identified as 
a factor in 17 accident, 9%.  
 
Communications.  Poor, improperly implemented or 
nonexistent communications, either air-to-air or air-to-
ground, such as the case of Common Traffic Advisory 

Fig-12 Infrastructure Location 
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Frequencies (CTAF).  Communications was identified as 
a factor in 16 accident, 8%.  
 
Mid Air Collision.  Aircraft collided in midair while 
attempting to land or takeoff from the same infrastructure 
location.  Mid Air Collisions were identified as a factor 
in 13 accidents, 7%.  
 
Lighting.  Incorrect lighting fixtures or incorrectly 
installed lighting fixtures, i.e., lighting that was too tall in 
height for the location it was sited.   Lighting accounted 
was identified as a factor in 9 accidents, 5%.  
 
Improper Tie Down Utilization.  Poor preflight actions 
at infrastructure sites resulting in aircraft tie downs being 
left connected to aircraft prior to attempting takeoff. 

Improper tie down utilization was identified as a factor in 
8 accidents, 4%.  
 
Turbulence.  Poor siting of infrastructure that did not 
properly account for microclimate weather phenomenon 
or architecturally induced turbulence. Turbulence was 
identified as a factor in 8 accidents, 4%.   
 
Landing Area Surface Defects. Not adhering to the 
prescribed non-skid surface parameters.  Landing area 
surface defects were identified as a factor in 2 accidents, 
1%.  
 
Foreign Object and Debris (FOD).  Damage caused by 
loose equipment or objects left unsecured within the 
confines or perimeter of designated infrastructure. FOD 
was identified as a factor in 1 accident, <1%.  

 

 

Obstructions 

Upon further investigation of obstruction hazards, fences 
were identified to be the leading cause of obstruction 
accidents. Indeed, helicopters impacted a fence at 
infrastructure in 13 of the identified obstruction accident 
cases.  In each case the fence either encroached into the 
TLOF, FATO or Safety Area or was found to penetrate 
the 8:1 approach/departure surface. Wires were a close 
second to fences, as they were the obstruction involved 
in 12 accidents.  When examining wire strikes, the 
analysis showed that either one of two scenarios 
generally occurred.  In the first scenario, the heliport was 
installed at a site that already had incompatible wires 
located at or near it.  In the second scenario the wires 
were subsequently erected after the heliport was 
constructed but no one reevaluated the impact they had 

on the heliport’s airspace.  Beyond fences and wires, the 
other obstructions most prevalent was another helicopter.  
In this case one helicopter impacted the main rotors of 
another helicopter with the primary cause identified as 
too many helicopters attempting to occupy the same 
space.  This was either due to the fact that the heliport 
was incorrectly designed for the number, type and size of 
helicopters to be used, or that operationally, the 
helicopter operator attempted to conduct operations 
outside of the parameters developed by the FAA for 
heliport size, dimensions and aircraft numbers.  Either 
way this created a hazardous situation and is indicative 
of the type of accident that results from issues with poorly 
designed vertical lift infrastructure being forced to 
accommodate operations it was not designed for. 

 

Fig-13  Causational Factors in Order of Hierarchy 
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Fig-14 Obstructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fatalities and Injuries 

In analyzing the 185 accidents involving infrastructure, the associated fatalities and injuries of the associated 
individuals either on board the helicopter or located on the ground were calculated.  The total fatalities associated with 
accidents involving helicopter infrastructure was identified at 62. Out of this number 57 were from those who were 
aboard the helicopter when the accident occurred while 7 were identified as having been on the ground.   Out of the 7 
identified fatalities that involved individuals located on the ground five were associated with the Pan Am Plaza 
accident that occurred in 1977, and two were associated with two separate incidents where an unescorted individual 
inadvertently walked into the tail rotor of a running helicopter. The total number of serious injuries recorded for the 
helicopter infrastructure accidents was 62 and the total number of minor injuries reported was 188.  

Conclusion 

The statement made at the beginning of this paper, that 
infrastructure can oftentimes play a significant role in 
precipitating an accident was found to be true in several 
of the cases reviewed.   In the majority of the accidents 
reviewed, infrastructure was identified as the key factor 
for the accident having occurred.  One should not 
consider the lack of an accident having occurred at a site 
whose infrastructure does not meet standards a good  
indicator of a low-risk environment.  More so it is a 
testament to the professionalism of the pilots who are 
required to operate at such high-risk environments and do 
so on a regular basis without incident.  The majority of 
the accidents reviewed were found to be both predictable 
and preventable.  

Beyond the analysis presented in this paper, the authors 
would like to state, based on past experience, 
infrastructure is oftentimes overlooked or not considered 

during an accident investigation.   This was very evident 
in the initial phase of this research, where, after numerous 
cross reference searches of both the FAA and the NTSB 
accident databases for accidents that occurred at 
helicopter infrastructure, only a handful were identified.  
It was not until every accident report was individually 
evaluated by individuals trained in what to look for was   
the current list of accident reports identified. There are 
several potential reasons for this which are discussed in 
more detail below.   

In reviewing the numerous NTSB accident reports for 
this study, it was oftentimes found that they did not 
readily identify when a helicopter accident had in fact 
occurred at a heliport.  Additionally, it was noted in many 
other NTSB  accident reports that the accident had 
occurred at a heliport when in fact the site had never been 
evaluated or designed to be a heliport and therefore 
should have been classified as an off-airport operation.  
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Fig-16 (2001) Unreported Tail Rotor Damage 

Fig-17 (2003) Unreported Tail Tailfin Damage 

Fig-18 (2000) Unreported Main Rotor Trailing Edge 
Delamination do to Blade Strike 

Fig-15 (2000) Unreported Tail Rotor Damage 

In the 185 accidents that were reviewed for this study, 
infrastructure as a causational factor was rarely identified 
by either the NTSB or the FAA in the final report.  More 
often than not the accidents reviewed by this group were 
placed in the category of pilot error by the accident 
investigators.  One reason for this lack of oversight is due 
to the lack of sufficient training and education for 
accident investigators on helicopter infrastructure 
standards and accident investigation techniques at 
infrastructure.   

It was not until 2010 that the FAA, in collaboration with 
the Transportation and Safety Institute in Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma implemented their Heliport Evaluation 
Training course for safety inspectors.  Additionally, only 
in the past few years has the Transportation Safety 
Institute offered their Advanced Rotorcraft Accident 
Investigation course, which now includes a four-hour 
block of instruction on infrastructure accident 
investigation, to FAA safety inspectors.  To date, the 
NTSB does not provide their accident investigators with 
this type of curriculum  nor does it send their staff to the 
Transportation Safety Institute program.   Additionally, 
the current FAA Accident / Incident Report checklist, 
FAA Form 8020-23 (Ref 11),  that investigators use for 
accident investigation was found to be extremely airplane 
centric and includes little in the way of helicopter specific 
information and does not include any helicopter 
infrastructure items as data fields.  

Prior to the 2010 change in 49 CFR 830.5, Immediate 
Notification, which now includes “Damage to helicopter 
tail or main rotor blades, including ground damage, that 
requires major repair or replacement of the blades”, 
numerous helicopter accidents that occurred at 
infrastructure during ground operations which involved  
damage to either the main rotor or tail rotor of the 
helicopter went unreported and hence were never 
captured.   

As a result, there is little known history of accidents 
involving architecturally induced turbulence at heliports 
prior to 2010. It is only because of the author’s many 
years of involvement in heliport development that these 
accidents, which occurred prior to 2010, are known.            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the most important areas identified where 
significant improvement could and should be made is 
within the realm of pilot education and training.  
Currently, there is a glaring lack of education and training 
being offered by the FAA to helicopter pilots regarding 
what constitutes safe infrastructure and what pilots 
should do when confronted with bad infrastructure.  It has 
been the experience of the authors of this paper that the 
average helicopter pilot does not generally consult FAA 
advisory circulars in the course of their normal 
endeavors.  Given that the FAA advisory circular AC-
150/5390, heliport design, is the only place much of this 
information is currently found, it is no wonder that most 
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Fig-19 Too many helicopters on the same heliport 

helicopter pilots do not know or understand how heliports 
are designed and what much of that design is based on 
(type of operation, type of facility, the design aircraft). A 
case in point is the fact that the FAA Helicopter Flying 
Handbook, FAA-H-8083-21B (2109), does not use nor 
define even the most basic terms such as Heliport, TLOF, 
or FATO.  The FAA Helicopter Instructor’s Handbook 
FAA-H-8083-4 (2012) does use the term Heliport three 
times but only for the purposes of discussing lighting 
precautions for night operations.  The Helicopter 
Instructors Handbook also does not have the terms TLOF 
or FATO and neither of these handbooks outline what the 
information box on a heliport is and how to interpret the 
information in it.  While the Aeronautical Information 
Manual (AIM) is considered to be one of the primary 
sources of education for pilots and does have a 
tremendous amount of information on about every other 
facet of aviation, it has extremely limited information 
regarding helicopter infrastructure.  While the acronyms 
TLOF and FATO do appear in Chapter-10, Helicopter 
Operations, nowhere in the AIM are those acronyms 
spelled out as the Touchdown and Liftoff area and the 
Final Approach and Takeoff area nor are they defined or 
listed in the Pilot/Controller Glossary.  

In 2012 the FAA introduced a new heliport marking 
concept into their heliport design guide known as the 
Touchdown/Positioning Circle (TDPC) Marking.  This 
marking is meant to help helicopter pilots better align 
their helicopter during landing such that  “the whole of 
the helicopter undercarriage will be within the TLOF or 
parking position and all parts of the helicopter rotor 
system will be clear of any obstacle by a safe margin.” 
(Ref 9).  To date this concept has never appeared in any 
other FAA training and education document or program. 

Due to the challenges in identifying infrastructure 
accidents in historical accident reports, the authors 
believe that additional research is needed for the purposes 
of providing added clarity to this area of study.  While it 
would appear that a trend towards reduction in these 
types of accidents was identified, to validate this, follow 
on research of the time period from 2013 forward is 
required.  

The FAA’s Heliport Design Advisory Circular defines 
the “Design Helicopter” as: 

“A single or composite helicopter that reflects the 
maximum weight, maximum contact 
load/minimum contact area, overall length (D), 
rotor diameter (RD), tail rotor arc radius, 
undercarriage dimensions, and pilot’s eye height 
of all helicopters expected to operate at the 
heliport.” 

The design helicopter is considered to be the largest 
helicopter that will operate at a given location.  
Helicopter pilots are not routinely taught this 
fundamental fact and hence do not fully understand that 
infrastructure has size limitations.   

Additionally, the Heliport Design Advisory Circular goes 
on to state the following in Chapter-2 General Aviation, 
Chapter-3 Transport Heliports, Chapter-4 Hospital 
Heliports and Chapter-5 Helicopter Facilities on 
Airports: 

“The design standards in this chapter assume that 
there will never be more than one helicopter 
within the final approach and takeoff area 
(FATO) and the associated safety area. If there is 
a need for more than one touchdown and liftoff 
area (TLOF) at a heliport, locate each TLOF 
within its own FATO and within its own safety 
area. “ 

However, it is obvious that this is not taught to most 
pilots, or for that matter most FAA and NTSB accident 
investigators, or the photo in Fig-19 would be a random 
anomaly rather than an expected outcome which 
precipitates an accident in which pilot error is then listed 
as the primary cause.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When acknowledged standards and aviation best 
practices are adhered to in infrastructure design, 
development and oversight, low-risk, safe operational 
areas are generally found to prevail.  When these factors 
are ignored, high-risk and unsafe conditions, which have 
been shown to perpetuate infrastructure accidents, are 
allowed to exist.   

This data shows that many a conscientious pilot has 
unwittingly landed at bad infrastructure only to be 
involved in an accident just because no one ever taught 
them what good infrastructure was supposed to look like.  
Then to add insult to injury, the accident investigator did 
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not identify the fact that the infrastructure was 
substandard and unsafe, nor did they hold the 
infrastructure owner or aircraft certificate holder 
responsible.  Instead, many of the accidents reviewed 
were blamed on pilot error as a primary cause.   

Recommendations 

 The FAA and helicopter industry must make a concerted 
effort to better educate helicopter pilots as to how 
infrastructure is designed and what it is that design is 
based on.   

The FAA Helicopter Flying Handbook, Helicopter 
Instructor’s Handbook and the Aeronautical Information 
Manual should include more helicopter infrastructure 
specific terminology, explanations, and definitions such 
as: Heliport, Helistop, TLOF, FATO, Safety Area, 
Primary Surface, Approach Surface, Transitional 
Surfaces, TDPC, Design Helicopter, EHLF, FARA, and 
Heliport Reference Point, to name a few.  

Helicopter infrastructure topics should be added to 
knowledge-based testing that is tested for Part-91 and 
Part-135 helicopter pilot certification.   

Those having oversight of helicopter infrastructure, 
either at the federal, state, or local municipality level, 
should attend and be afforded the opportunity to attend, 
the Transportation Safety Institute’s Heliport Evaluation 
Course. This should include those within the FAA 
Airports Division that develop the standards for heliports.  

A helicopter infrastructure centric data collection form 
for accident investigation purposes should be developed 
for both NTSB and FAA accident investigators.   

Curriculum on helicopter infrastructure design, 
standards, and helicopter infrastructure accidents should 
be added to the NTSB Accident Investigators curriculum 
and the NTSB Helicopter Accident Investigation Course.  
NTSB accident investigators should also be provided the 
opportunity to attend the Transportation Safety Institutes 
Advance Rotorcraft Accident Investigation Course 
where helicopter infrastructure accident investigation is 
currently being taught.  
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Appendix A: Infrastructure Accident List 

  

No. Date Accident No.  

1.  6/10/1965 NYC65A0146 

2.  6/21/1965 OAK65A0075 

3.  10/20/1965 OAK66F0132 

4.  11/15/1965 FTW66A0046 

5.  3/10/1966 FTW66A0078 

6.  3/10/1966 FTW66A0078 

7.  3/29/1966 MIA66A0112 

8.  6/7/1966 ANC66A0048 

9.  6/18/1966 NYC66A0152 

10.  8/7/1966 SEA67A0011 

11.  10/8/1966 ANC67A0038 

12.  3/8/1967 LAX67A0083 

13.  4/18/1967 FTW67A0103 

14.  9/8/1967 FTW68A0029 

15.  9/20/1967 FTW68A0034 

16.  12/20/1967 MIA68A0056 

17.  11/12/1968 LAX69D0203 

18.  2/16/1969 NYC69F0338 

19.  4/13/1969 NYC69D0410 

20.  11/14/1969 LAX70D0213 

21.  12/10/1969 NYC70D0002 

22.  6/6/1970 CHI70FGA11 

23.  8/25/1970 NYC71DHJ05 

24.  3/28/1971 MIA71AM085 

25.  6/21/1971 FTW71AF085 

 

No. Date Accident No.  

26.  3/9/1972 NYC72AN109 

27.  5/9/1972 LAX72FUQ85 

28.  6/28/1972 OAK72DVA86 

29.  1/22/1973 MIA73FKT53 

30.  2/2/1973 SEA73FYC17 

31.  8/20/1973 OAK74DVG10 

32.  8/25/1973 NYC74FHM03 

33.  4/20/1974 NYC74FHM26 

34.  5/1/1974 IAD74FID36 

35.  6/11/1974 NYC74FHJ31 

36.  7/7/1974 SEA75DYI01 

37.  8/5/1974 NYC75FHJ06 

38.  1/23/1975 FTW75FPD23 

39.  3/23/1975 OAK75DVA51 

40.  4/25/1975 OAK75AP049 

41.  8/5/1975 FTW76AF007 

42.  9/15/1975 FTW76AF020 

43.  2/12/1976 NYC76FHJ34 

44.  9/5/1976 MIA76FKJ99 

45.  5/16/1977 DCA77AA006 

46.  10/5/1977 SEA78FYM03 

47.  7/28/1978 NYC78IA074 

48.  8/10/1978 ANC78DA063 

49.  8/16/1978 MIA78FLG34 

50.  9/18/1979 FTW79FRD55 
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Appendix A: Infrastructure Accident List

 

No. Date Accident No.  

51.  6/8/1980 FTW80DA084 

52.  7/9/1980 ANC80FA063 

53.  8/14/1980 MKC80DCD30 

54.  8/26/1980 ANC80DA094 

55.  12/2/1980 FTW81DA014 

56.  8/30/1982 ATL82DA257 

57.  3/26/1983 CHI83LA152 

58.  7/11/1983 FTW83LA327 

59.  8/14/1983 NYC83FA210 

60.  6/3/1984 DEN84LA168 

61.  9/4/1984 SEA84LA219 

62.  1/18/1985 MIA85LA083 

63.  5/5/1985 SEA85FA104 

64.  5/20/1985 ATL85FA170 

65.  6/28/1985 FTW85LA268 

66.  7/6/1985 NYC85LA159 

67.  11/30/1985 LAX86MA050A 

68.  11/30/1985 LAX86MA050B 

69.  1/26/1986 LAX86LA098 

70.  1/27/1986 DEN86FA069 

71.  4/5/1986 NYC86LA100 

72.  4/25/1986 CHI86FA129 

73.  8/4/1986 FTW86FA142 

74.  10/16/1986 LAX87FA017 

75.  11/7/1986 DEN87FA018 

 

 
 

No. Date Accident No.  

76.  12/21/1987 FTW88FA039 

77.  1/12/1988 LAX88FA085 

78.  3/22/1989 ATL89FA112 

79.  3/26/1989 LAX89FA136 

80.  3/27/1989 NYC89FA106A 

81.  3/27/1989 NYC89FA106B 

82.  9/2/1990 DEN90LA180 

83.  2/13/1991 LAX91FA098A 

84.  10/31/1991 LAX92LA030 

85.  4/9/1992 ATL92LA075 

86.  6/2/1992 LAX92LA229 

87.  6/21/1992 LAX92LA262 

88.  6/19/1993 MIA93LA144 

89.  8/7/1993 LAX93FA316A 

90.  8/7/1993 LAX93FA316B 

91.  12/24/1993 LAX94LA078 

92.  12/29/1993 ATL94LA035 

93.  3/1/1994 NYC94LA050 

94.  9/27/1994 LAX94FA383A 

95.  9/27/1994 LAX94FA383B 

96.  1/23/1995 FTW95LA099 

97.  3/7/1995 SEA95LA068 

98.  5/8/1995 NYC95FA103 

99.  8/27/1995 FTW95LA368 

100.  7/24/1996 SEA96LA165 
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Appendix A: Infrastructure Accident List 

 

No. Date Accident No.  

101.  12/9/1996 FTW97LA058 

102.  4/30/1997 IAD97LA070 

103.  6/11/1997 CHI97GA166 

104.  7/26/1997 LAX97LA262 

105.  8/10/1997 ATL97LA114 

106.  12/31/1997 NYC98LA058 

107.  3/31/1998 MIA98LA114 

108.  5/24/1998 FTW98FA239 

109.  9/8/1998 MIA98TA243 

110.  3/16/1999 MIA99LA107 

111.  3/17/1999 FTW99FA094 

112.  4/30/1999 FTW99LA131 

113.  8/8/1999 MIA99LA217 

114.  8/10/1999 CHI99LA298 

115.  8/26/1999 FTW99LA240 

116.  8/26/1999 LAX99LA284 

117.  5/6/2000 NYC00FA127 

118.  7/28/2000 CHI00LA230 

119.  1/18/2001 ANC01LA030 

120.  1/22/2001 CHI01LA070 

121.  3/20/2001 FTW01LA081 

122.  7/19/2001 NYC01LA179 

123.  7/21/2001 LAX01FA252 

124.  10/24/2001 LAX02LA016 

125.  11/9/2001 DEN02LA010 

 

 
 

No. Date Accident No.  

126.  11/23/2001 LAX02LA032 

127.  1/18/2002 IAD02FA026 

128.  4/13/2002 NYC02LA083 

129.  8/3/2002 NYC02LA157 

130.  8/31/2002 MIA02FA161 

131.  11/8/2002 FTW03LA038 

132.  12/26/2002 NYC03LA033 

133.  3/27/2003 IAD03LA042 

134.  7/7/2003 FTW03LA178 

135.  7/8/2003 FTW03LA186 

136.  8/13/2003 CHI03FA259 

137.  8/21/2003 ANC03LA098 

138.  9/3/2003 FTW03FA211 

139.  11/6/2003 LAX04FA037A 

140.  11/6/2003 LAX04FA037B 

141.  5/23/2004 FTW04LA133 

142.  7/28/2004 ATL04LA155 

143.  9/27/2004 DEN04LA149 

144.  11/2/2004 LAX05LA025 

145.  7/6/2005 MIA05CA133 

146.  7/14/2005 CHI05FA192 

147.  8/17/2005 DFW05CA213 

148.  10/11/2005 NYC06CA009 

149.  10/28/2005 SEA06FA015 

150.  11/8/2005 CHI06LA027 
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Appendix A: Infrastructure Accident List 

 

No. Date Accident No.  

151.  11/20/2005 MIA06FA022A 

152.  11/20/2005 MIA06FA022B 

153.  4/13/2006 CHI06FA110 

154.  5/30/2006 NYC06MA131 

155.  6/6/2006 DFW06IA151 

156.  8/27/2006 LAX06LA273 

157.  11/2/2006 SEA07FA014 

158.  11/11/2006 LAX07CA034 

159.  7/28/2007 DFW07LA171 

160.  10/15/2007 CHI08CA018 

161.  3/22/2008 NYC08IA145 

162.  4/28/2008 DFW08LA122 

163.  5/25/2008 DEN08FA092 

164.  5/29/2008 CHI08FA141 

165.  5/30/2008 NYC08FA198 

166.  6/27/2008 LAX08LA200 

167.  6/29/2008 DEN08MA116A 

168.  6/29/2008 DEN08MA116B 

169.  7/11/2008 NYC08IA244 

170.  9/28/2008 ANC08CA129 

171.  10/16/2008 ERA09LA020 

172.  1/12/2009 CEN09CA127 

173.  3/8/2009 WPR09CA148 

174.  3/17/2009 CEN09IA222 

175.  7/2/2009 ERA09LA378 

 

 

No. Date Accident No.  

176.  9/24/2009 WPR09FA464 

177.  12/25/2009 CEN10LA078 

178.  1/17/2010 WPR10FA112 

179.  2/11/2010 ERA10TA142 

180.  12/19/2010 CEN11FA118 

181.  11/13/2011 CEN12CA078 

182.  12/24/2012 CEN13CA114 

183.  2/14/2013 ERA13LA134 

184.  6/6/2013 ERA13FA273 

185.  6/11/2013 CEN13FA344 
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